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1. Introduction
Nowadays, the use of solar panels is increasing
by consumers of electrical energy and in order to
make better use of them, it is necessary to increase
their efficiency. Most of the power distribution
systems in the current world have reached their
maximum capacity rating due to excessive energy
consumption [1-4]. Raising energy consumption
causes major problems such as poor voltage
regulation and voltage drop, which are major issues
in these networks. On the other hand, the issue of
imbalance due to single-phase loads in the network
is inevitable. Therefore, reactive injections can be
used to compensate for the output of PV-connected
inverters in the duration of the night and the
cloudiness of the day-time [5, 6]. Cloud motion
estimation and solar irradiance prediction are
proposed in [7]. Forecasting of PV generation
depends on solar irradiances and weather
conditions would play a vital role in the
interconnection of the PV generators to power grid.
In particular, these PVs will be distributed

throughout the grid [8]. In some of the current
distribution systems, the supply of electrical power
in addition to the main network is also provided by
distributed generation systems such as PV systems.
Since the PV system has the ability to produce
reactive power proportional to the power factor in
certain circumstances, by setting the zero power
factor on the inverter connected to the PV, it can
produce a relatively pure reactive power.
Therefore, these PV-based inverters that generate
reactive power can be PV-based D-Statcoms. The
D-Statcoms are custom power devices to inject
reactive power to the load buses. In this case, there
are able to regulate the voltage of the bus and
improve the voltage profile along the network
feeder [9]. The use of reactive power injection of
the multiple D-Statcoms to improve the voltage
profile along a single-phase radial distribution
feeder is demonstrated in [10, 11]. The optimal
model of the phase angle and allocation technique
of multiple D-Statcoms in distribution system for
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simulated in MATLAB software and the results
have been discussed and evaluated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
the second section of the paper, the typical network
structure, modeling the D-Statcoms and IDL
controller design are described. In the third section,
the optimization problem and GA are detailed. In
the fourth section, the optimal solutions of the
droop coefficient and the integral gain in the GA
optimization have been determined, and in Section
5, in order to evaluate the performance of the
optimal yielded solutions, the proposed method is
simulated in the Matlab software environment and
the results of this study are presented and discussed.

the optimal reactive power compensation has been
addressed in [12]. A novel smart inverter PVStatcom in which a PV inverter can be controlled
and utilized to provide voltage control during
critical mode of the system [13]. In paper [14], the
impact of residential distributed energy resources
such as PV on the power quality (e.g. unbalance
factor) is investigated in four feeder types of the
electrical LV distribution network in Flanders,
Belgium. The paper [15] is proposed a planning
strategy of D-Statcom in unbalanced radial
distribution
systems
for
optimal
D-Statcom placement and rating. The paper [16]
has been investigated the effect of the D-Statcom
allocation on the system power loss in an
unbalanced radial distribution system. In [17] the
D-Statcoms are optimally placed in unbalanced
radial distribution system (UBRDS) using
sensitivity approaches with an objective of
improving the reactive loading capability of the
network with maintaining voltage profile in an
acceptable limit. A stationary-frame control
method for voltage unbalance compensation in an
islanded microgrid is proposed in [18]. This
method is based on the proper droop control of
DGs interface converters. The D-Statcoms can be
controlled to operate on steady-state droop lines
[19, 20] to satisfy appropriate sharing of reactive
power among them.

2. Network and controller structure
2.1. PV-based D-Statcom model in the network
The reactive power in the D-Statcom, which is
proportional to the reactive current, can be modeled
with a controlled current source [9]. Fig. 1 shows
the equivalent model of a PV-based inverter.
According to this figure, the inverter connected to
the PV is considered as a PV-based D-Statcom.
The reactive current of the DStatcom depends on
the value of droop coefficient, integral gain as well
as the magnitude and angle of the bus voltage.
Therefore, the reactive current generated by PVDStatcom can be modeled with a dependent current
source.
PV Array

Since the actual grid network is unbalanced, the
study of the impact of multiple PV-based
D-Statcoms on the VUF is important. In this paper,
the PV-based D-Statcoms are installed on all buses
of the unbalanced network, and the integral
controller on the drop characteristic is used to
calculate the reactive current of the D-Statcoms.
The important parameters in the controller are the
droop coefficient and integral gain. Perera et al [11]
proposed the mathematical model of the controller
and assumed the droop coefficients and integral
gains as constant values. Although, the voltage
profile in the single-phase feeder was improved,
this model was not investigated in three-phase
UBRDS via VUF consideration.

Boost
Converter

Inverter
Control

PV Based DStatcom

Figure 1. Equivalent model of the PV-based DStatcom
Fig. 2 shows a three-phase LV UBRDS with
PV-based single-phase multiple D-Statcoms. The
D-Statcoms are modeled as dependent current
sources. The number of buses is 11 in each phase
and the first bus is the source bus, so the number of
load buses as well as the number of D-Statcoms is
10 in each phase. In the Fig. 2, Vsa, Vsb and Vsc are
the three-phase source voltages, respectively, and
so the Zsa, Zsb and Zsc are the source impedances,
respectively.
The Impedances Zline are the line impedances
and the Impedances Zload are the single-phase loads.
All of the loads shown in this network are assumed
to be lumped loads and constant impedance
models. The dependent current sources IDST are the
reactive currents of the D-Statcoms.

In this paper, the use of multiple D-Statcoms to
support voltage along three-phase LV (i.e. 220 V)
UBRDS is analyzed. The optimum values of the
droop coefficients corresponding to the line
characteristics and the integral gains corresponding
to the reactive capacity of each D-Statcoms are
obtained by the genetic optimization algorithm. The
objective function is minimized in the GA, which
includes the VUF and the bus voltage deviation. A
typical network with multiple D-Statcoms and the
integral to droop line (IDL) controller has been
314
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Figure 2. Network model with PV-based multiple D-Statcoms
2.2. IDL controller design for D-Statcom in
UBRDS
The reactive power Q generated by the
D-Statcom is obtained by multiplying proportional
gain and the voltage error according to the control
law as follows

fundamental cycle, it is appropriate to analyze the
system in discrete time domain [11] . Thus, the
following analysis is performed in discrete time
domain.
Droop line voltage, Vdr,d(k) corresponding to that
reactive power injection in kth step can be found as

Q  K p  (Vref  V )

Vdr ,d (k )  Vref  md  Qd (k )

(1)

where Kp is the proportional gain coefficient, Vref is
the reference voltage and V is the measured bus
voltage. A larger Kp gain results in higher
utilization of the D-Statcom for a range of loading.
If only a proportional controller is used to
generate reactive power in the D-Statcom,
increasing the Kp results in the voltage fluctuation
of the output to reach the reference voltage, which
causes the system to be unstable [11]. Changing the
variable Kp to m leads to that the voltage control
rule will not be sensitive to increased gain (Kp), and
therefore voltages will not fluctuate.
The steady-state droop characteristic for each
D-Statcom can be obtained as

V  Vref  m  Q

The reactive power generation Q in (4) makes it
difficult to linearise the system [11]. Therefore Qd
is replaced with capacitive current injection Id, to
create the modified steady-state droop line in kth
step is given by

Vdr ,d (k )  Vref  md  I d (k )

(5)

For the UBRDS under study, the equation (5)
can be expressed as three-phases for the bus
voltages
in
separated phases in kth step as follows

V a (k )  V a
 drb,d   refb
Vdr ,d (k )   Vref
 c
  c
Vdr ,d (k )  Vref

(2)

where m is droop coefficient and Q is reactive
power generated by the D-Statcom.
This droop line equation shows the voltage drop
of each bus as the voltage drop coefficient of the
reference voltage. While d subscript is the number
of the bus connected to D-Statcom, the steady-state
droop line voltage of dth D-Statcom is described by

Vdr ,d  Vref  md  Qd

(4)

 I a (k ) 

 d


abc  b
  md  I d (k ) 



 I c (k ) 

 d


(6)

where a, b ,c and abc superscripts refer to the
three-phase, so the droop coefficient matrix is
defined as

mdabc

(3)

A time domain simulation is performed on
MATLAB with a 0.02 s time step. As measured
phasor quantities can be updated once per

 mda

 0

 0
a

0
mbd
0

(7)

where m d ,
and mcd are the droop coefficient
diagonal matrices in dth bus for phases A, B and C,
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mbd

0

0
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  I a (k  1)  
 Vna (k  1)  


  bus

1
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 Vnb (k  1)    YBus


 I (k  1)  


3 n3 n   bus


  I c (k  1)  
 Vnc (k  1)  
  3n1
  3n1

  bus

respectively. In this case study the Dimension of
these droop coefficient matrices is 10×10. While
|Vad(k)|, |Vbd(k)| and |Vcd(k)| are considered as the
magnitude of the dth bus measured voltages in kth
step for phases A, B and C, respectively, the
voltage error of the dth bus in kth step is obtained
from the steady-state droop characteristic for each
phase as follows

 V a (k )  V a (k )   Vd (k ) 

 drb,d   drb,d   b
 Vdr ,d (k )   Vdr ,d (k )    Vd (k ) 

 c
  c
 
 Vdr ,d (k )  Vdr ,d (k )   Vdc (k ) 



The admittance matrix (YBus) of the network is
defined as follows

 

a

YBus

(8)

K iabc
,d

0
K ib,d
0

0 

0 

K ic,d 

0

Y 
b

bus

0



0 


Ybusc
 3n3n
nn 
0

nn

(13)

 

3. Optimization problem
The GA method has been used to determine the
optimal values of the droop coefficient and the
integral gain. In order to generate desired reactive
currents by the D-Statcoms, the optimal droop
coefficient and integral gain must be obtained.
These coefficients are obtained after calculating the
bus voltages from (12) by evaluating a given
objective function. The GA Optimization method
has been used to obtain the optimal coefficients and
gains.

(9)

where Kabci,d is the three-phase integral gain matrix
in kth step of the IDL controller and is defined as

K a
 i ,d
 0

 0

 Ya
 bus nn
 0


0


where “n” is the number of the buses in each phase
and “d” is the number of D-Statcom. The values of
“n”and “d” in this paper are respectively 11 and
10.

The aim of using integral controller to minimize
this error to zero and bring the instantaneous droop
line to the steady-state droop line. The required
capacitive current injection Id in the (k + 1)th step
is generated by
 I a (k  1) 
  V a (h)  
dr ,d
 d

k 

b
 I b (k  1)   K iabc



V
( h)  


,d
d
dr ,d


h 1  

 I c (k  1) 
  Vdrc,d (h)  


 d


(12)

3.1. GA optimization
The Genetic Algorithm was presented by John
Holland [21], which is bio-inspired artificial
intelligence class, stochastic and population-based
algorithm. The algorithm typically applied to hard
problems with a large search space and/or discrete
optimization. GA is a common algorithm with
appropriate (low speed) convergence and high
precision which used that various applications in
many research studies. As the algorithm is used in
offline mode, the high precision is more important
than high speed convergance. Therefore, GA is a
useful approach for this application [21,22]. The
pseudo-code for GA procedure is represented as
follows

(10)

where Kai,d, Kbi,d and Kci,d are the integral gains of
dth D-Statcom for phases A, B and C, respectively.
In this case study the Dimension of these integral
gain matrices is 10×10. The capacitive current
injection must lag the respective bus voltage by
π/2. Therefore, the angle θi of the injected current
for kth iteration is updated as
 a (k  1) 
 a (k ) 
 ib,d

 v ,d 
 i ,d (k  1)    lagabc   vb,d (k ) 
(11)
 c

 c

 i ,d (k  1) 
 v ,d (k ) 

Pseudo-code for GA steps
BEGIN
* INITIALISE population with random candidate
solutions;
* EVALUATE each candidate;
* REPEAT Until (Termination Condition is
satisfied) DO
** 1 SELECT parents
** 2 RECOMBINE pairs of parents;
** 3 MUTATE the resulting offspring;
** 4 EVALUATE new candidates;
** 5 SELECT individuals for the next generation;
END

where θlag=[π/2 ; π/2 ; π/2 ] T is the constant column
vector, θav,d , θbv,d and θcv,d are the angles of the dth
bus measured voltages in step k for phases A, B and
C, respectively. After the formation of the network
bus current (IBus) to be consisted of source and
compensating current and calculating the
admittance matrices (YBus), the bus voltages (Vn) in
the (k + 1)th step for each phase are finally updated
as
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In EVALUATE step of the above-mentioned
pseudo-code, it is necessary to introduce an
objective function. The details of this objective
function are presented in the next section.

(15)

where |Vn| is the voltage magnitude of nth bus and
Vref is the reference voltage.

Nbus

VUF 

In the sub-section 3.1., EVALUATE step of the
pseudo-code relationships (6), (8), (9), (11), (12)
and (18) consecutively are used for evaluation.
4. Optimal solutions

With  DStatcom

4.1. Test results of GA algorithm for IDL controller
The considered model is tested for ten
D-Statcoms in the network according to the system
is shown in Fig. 2. A time domain simulation is
realized on MATLAB software with a 0.02 s time
step. The parameters applied for the simulation
study are listed in Table 1.

i

i 1
Nbus

VUF

(16)
No  DStatcom

i

i 1

where i is the number of the bus and Nbus is the
total number of three-phase buses. Similarly, the
voltage deviation is obtained by
Nbus



VD 

VD
i 1
Nbus

With  DStatcom

The IDL controller is embedded as an
evaluation function in the genetic algorithm. So, by
simulating and executing the algorithm, first the
initial values of the chromosomes are randomly
generated. Then these values are applied to the
evaluation function, and the value of the objective
function is obtained as the fitness. The best fitness
is achieved among the generations in each iteration
algorithm, and finally, after the end of the iteration,
the values of the best fitness are convergent to a
minimum value. The convergence of the best
values of fitness is shown in Fig. 4.

i

VD
i 1

(19)

m1 m2 … m30
Ki1 Ki2 … Ki30
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of control variables

3.2.3. Normalization of the indices
In order to normalize VUF at all buses, the ratio
of the VUF summation with compensating to the
VUF summation without compensating is
considered as follows

VUF

 mmin  mdabc  mmax , d  1, , N dst

subject to : 
abc
K
 i ,min  Ki ,d  Ki ,max , d  1, , N dst

where w1 and w2 are weight coefficients such that
w1+w2=1, w1=0.5, w2=0.5, mabcd is the 3-phase
droop coefficient vector for dth bus, mmin is the
minimum value of droop coefficient, mmax is the
maximum value of droop coefficient, Ki,min is the
minimum value of integral gain, Ki,max is the
maximum value of integral gain and Ndst is the
number of D-Statcom devices.
Here, the purpose of the genetic optimization
algorithm is to minimize the objective function
(18), so that the coefficients are set at specified
intervals. Using the GA algorithm, the optimal
values of mn and Ki are obtained based on
minimizing the voltage deviation and the VUF
index in the whole system.
Accordingly, two groups of the control
variables used in GA are defined for the 30 DStatcoms. Appropriately 30 variables for the droop
coefficient and 30 variables for the integral gain are
determined, according to the diagram shown in Fig.
3.

3.2.2. Voltage deviation
The voltage deviation for nth bus is equal to the
absolute value of the difference |Vn| from Vref as is
given by



(18)

mn , Ki

3.2. Objective function
3.2.1. Voltage unbalanced factor
After calculating the bus voltages phasors from
(12), the positive “V+” and negative “V-” voltage
sequences can be achieved by the Fortescue
transformation [23]. According to the definition,
the voltage unbalanced factor for nth bus is
obtained as follows
Vn
VUFn  
(14)
Vn

VDn  Vn  Vref



minimize : F  w1 VUF  w2 VD

(17)
NO  DStatcom

i

According to (16) and (17), the normalized
values of VUF and VD indices are non-negative
integers and also do not have any dimension.
Therefore, the objective function equal to the
weighted summation of the normalized VUF and
normalized VD indices is proposed as (18). Thus
the objective function and constraints used in the
optimization program are defined as the following
relationships
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Table1. Parameters* applied in simulation study with integral to droop line controller
Variable
Value
Unit
SBase
10
KVA
VBase
220
V
ZBase
4.84
Ω
Source Voltage (VS)
1.05
pu
Reference Voltage (Vref)
1.04
pu
Source Impedance(ZS)
(1.74+7.58j)×10-3
pu
Line Impedance (×10-4)
pu
Phase- C
From
To
Phase-A (×10-4)
Phase-B (×10-4)
(×10-4)
Bus 1
Bus 2
243+495j
242+494j
242+494j
Bus 2
Bus 3
242+494j
243+495j
242+494j
Bus 3
Bus 4
244+496j
252+494j
243+495j
Bus 4
Bus 5
252+494j
254+496j
254+496j
Bus 5
Bus 6
252+494j
254+496j
253+495j
Bus 6
Bus 7
243+495j
242+494j
242+494j
Bus 7
Bus 8
242+494j
243+495j
242+494j
Bus 8
Bus 9
244+496j
252+494j
243+495j
Bus 9
Bus 10
252+494j
254+496j
254+496j
Bus
Bus 11
252+494j
254+496j
253+495j
10
Load Impedance

pu

Bus No.

Phase A

Phase B

Phase C

Bus 2
Bus 3
Bus 4
Bus 5
Bus 6
Bus 7
Bus 8
Bus 9
Bus 10
Bus 11

2.90+1.90j
2.43+1.71j
1.66+1.35j
1.98+1.87j
1.53+1.19j
2.61+1.71j
2.19+1.54j
2.07+1.69j
1.98+1.87j
1.53+1.19j

2.08+1.44j
1.76+1.42j
1.76+1.42j
1.68+1.59j
1.51+1.43j
2.08+1.44j
1.76+1.42j
1.41+1.14j
1.68+1.59j
1.68+1.59j

1.88+1.28j
1.51+1.26j
1.68+1.59j
1.26+1.01j
1.50+1.41j
1.88+1.28j
1.51+1.26j
1.51+1.26j
1.10+1.96j
1.50+1.41j

*

Further information on this system is available to the authors

The desirable convergence in the fitness
function after 200 iterations has been observed, so
that the fitness value has been reached from 1.54 to
1.32. The optimal solutions of the droop coefficient
and the integral gain are obtained according to the
Table 1 of the Appendix A.
Fig. 5 shows the average of the optimal
coefficients (mn) and integral gains (Ki) of three DStatcoms in each bus of the 3-phase buses. It is
observed that the average values of mn are about
0.05 and the average values of Ki are between 0.3
and 0.8. The average values of the mn and Ki
implicitly show the required D-Statcoms capacity
in each bus. Also, it is noticeable that the average
of the droop coefficients for the end bus are higher
than the other buses, hence the end bus of the
feeder has a lower coefficient of droop. The
average values of the integral gains indicate that

the middle buses need more integral gain than the
buses at the beginning and end of the feeder .
5. System performance evaluation
Applying the optimal values of Appendix Table
1 to the corresponding D-Statcoms in the above
mentioned network, the reactive current of
D-Statcom is generated and injected into the
corresponding bus .The control efforts are shown in
Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for reaching the bus
voltage to the reference voltage. The Figures show
the rising voltage of the buses in all three phases. In
each of the figures, V0 represents the source bus,
and the others are related to the bus voltage 1 to 10
in the network. In the case of no compensator, the
voltages V1 to V10 be less than the permissible limit
and with the performance of the IDL control
318

Figure 4. The convergence of the best fitness

Figure 5. Average of the optimal coefficients and gains of D-Statcoms vs. 3-phase bus number

Figure 6. The control effort of buses voltage in phase-A
algorithm, the bus voltages are at the permissible
limit.
As it can be observed in Fig. 6, in the control
effort of the phase-A voltages based on the
performance of the IDL controller, the voltage

magnitude at the beginning bus of the feeder rises
from 1 to 1.04 pu and at the ending bus rises from
0.79 to 0.98 pu. Also in Fig. 7, in the control effort
of the phase-B voltages, the voltage magnitude at
the beginning bus of the feeder rises from 1 to
319

1.035 pu and at the ending bus rises from 0.78 to
0.95 pu. In the control effort of phase-C voltages
shown in Fig. 8, the voltage magnitude at the
beginning bus of the feeder rises from 0.99 to 1.036
pu and at the ending bus rises from 0.76 to 0.96 pu.
It is noticeable that all voltages shown in the Fig. 6,
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are within the permissible range
(0.95 to 1.05 pu). In order to compare the bus
voltages in two cases without compensator and
with compensator, the bus voltage profile is shown
in Fig. 9. In this figure, the voltages of all buses in
the compensating mode are in the permissible limit
compared to the non-compensating mode. It is also
noticeable that the voltage profile has been
improved in compensating mode compared to the
non-compensating mode. In the Fig. 10, it is
observed that the indices of the VUF in the

compensating mode have completely decreased
compared to the non compensating mode.
The reactive currents generated by multiple
D-Statcoms are shown in Fig. 11. Each bus has
three currents associated with each single-phase
D-Statcom.
In the Fig. 11, it is seen that the demand for
reactive current in the ending bus of feeder is
higher than the beginning bus, because this is due
to the voltage drop of the end of the feeder. Hence,
the end nodes of feeder need more reactive
currents. In addition to improving the voltage
profile, these reactive currents lead to a reduction
in the voltage imbalance of the three-phase point of
view.

Figure 7. The control effort of buses voltage in phase-B

Figure 8. The control effort of buses voltage in phase-C
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Figure 9. Voltage magnitude of buses for each phase (Dashed lines: without D-Statcom, Solid lines: with DStatcom)

Figure 10. Voltage unbalanced Factor vs. bus number

Figure 11. Reactive currents of D-Statcoms vs. bus number
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, PV-DStatcom is used to
compensate for the reactive power of loads of the
unbalanced distribution network. Considering
reactive current injection by multiple PVDStatcoms which are situated in network buses
results in the voltage control of these nodes. In
order to control the multiple D-Statcoms, the
integral algorithm has been used on the droop line
characteristics. In this algorithm, the value of
reactive current can be calculated by adjusting the
droop coefficient and integral gain. Using the GA
optimization, the optimal coefficient and gain is
obtained. The objective function in the algorithm is
defined as voltage deviation and VUF in buses.
Calculating optimal coefficient and gain values and
applying them to the multiple D-Statcoms, lead to
provide efficient reactive currents for injecting to
the load buses. In this paper, it is assumed that each
of the loads is modeled by constant impedance as
well as the location of the PVs is considered as
uniform on the network. Also, for the sake of
simplicity the control rule in the D-Statcom, the
reactive current is used instead of the reactive
power. The simulation results clearly show that the
buses voltages along the feeder have been
improved from a range of 0.75 to 1 to an acceptable
range of 0.95 to 1.05. Moreover, VUF has dropped
from a range of 0.2 to 0.9 to less than 0.2.
Therefore, the voltage profile along the feeder in
each phase has been improved and the imbalance
factor has decreased in the buses compared to the
non-DStatcom mode. Optimal values of the droop
coefficients and integral gains increase the ability
of multiple D-Statcoms to maintain the voltage and
overcome the VUF of the corresponding bus.
Accordingly, these advantages clearly highlight the
optimal use of PV-Dstatcom's capacity on the LV
distribution network. As a future work, other load
models such as ZIP can be used instead of the
location of the PVs can be considered as random
instead of the uniform on the network.
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Appendix A.
Table 1. Optimal solutions of droop coefficient and integral gain obtained from the GA
30 Optimal Droop Coefficients
Bus 1

Bus 2

Bus 3

Bus 4

Bus 5

Bus 6

Bus 7

Bus 8

Bus 9

Bus 10

0.078
0.082
0.024

0.052
0.043
0.096

0.052
0.100
0.022

0.019
0.049
0.072

0.059
0.093
0.053

0.059
0.078
0.075

0.031
0.092
0.088

0.032
0.092
0.091

0.013
0.060
0.020

0.100
0.085
0.067

30 Optimal Integral Gains
Phase A
0.560 0.174
Phase B
0.405 0.514
Phase C
0.324 0.986

0.233
0.270
0.578

0.392
0.118
0.633

0.936
0.780
0.588

0.282
0.916
0.235

0.442
0.808
0.656

0.755
0.386
0.697

0.486
0.318
0.104

0.429
0.220
0.330

Phase A
Phase B
Phase C
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